hire products
for DIY events
...come hire equipment and
do your own event ...

for more information
V isit u s at w w w . sm dtec h. c o . za
E m ail inf o @sm dtec h. c o . za
Pho ne +27 (0) 21 447 7706

All prices quoted are excl VAT,
setup, derig, delivery or collection.

PAR-56 PARCANS
300w tungsten wash lamps with wide bulbs
for uplighting, downlighting, stage wash &
general wash. Gel and gel frames available.
Stock: B 48 | S 16
Price: R135

LED BATON RGB
54 WATT
Powered RGB batton using single chip LED
colours. Colour selection using remote
control. Ideal for walls or backdrops.
Operates on stand alone only.
Stock: 36
Price: R200

LED BATON
5MM LED'S RGB
Ideal for uplighting wider sections of walls,
draping or backdrops.
Stock: 12
Price: R175

CHAUVET 18W
SLIMPAR
Powered by RGB LED, this fixture is ideal in
small spaces, corners or truss toners.
Operates on stand alone or DMX512.
Stock: 12
Price: R150

LEDPAR 75W RGB
Lower wattage and more suitable for indoor
use to uplight walls or decor items. RGB and
operates on stand alone or DMX512.
Stock: 36
Price: R175

LED PAR UV
Ultra bright LED ultra-violet fixture. Ideal for
neon events, day-glow sets or dance floor
wash.
Stock: 4
Price: R275

BATTERY PAR
LIGHTBOX
A Battery Lightbox with the power of an LED
parcan, great for more powerful centrepieces
or lighting up spaces where power is limited
or where a power cable is not ideal. White
covers available.
Stock: 16
Price: R1

BOXED LED FLOOD
WARM WHITE
A powered LED flood housed in a silver metal
enclosure. Fixture mounted in a tilt
adjustment position.
Stock: 24
Price: 100

GREEN GARDEN
FLOOD
A simple but exceptionally effective uplight
for trees and garden shrubs utilising an
energy saver bulb to give that lush tropical
green wash.
Stock: Green 8, Blue 16
Price: R75

JENGA PENDANTS
New to our shelves, these cool pinewood
pendants are ideal for any event where the
client is wanting something creative, unique,
and eye-catching.
Stock: 12
Price: R200

WHITE WOOD
PENDANTS
The white wood pendants have 8 bulb drops
and the rough timber is finished in white.
Stock: 12
Price: R600

RUSTIC WOOD
PENDANTS
Rustic Wood Pendants made from reclaimed
furniture, and have 5 Naked Bulb Drops using
decorative bulbs.
Stock: 10
Price: R475

PAPER LANTERNS
Great for that 'floating orb or sphere effect'.
Available without lights or with battery LED
pods either in warm white or various colours
both operated by remote.
Stock: various
Price: R50

BATTERY PODS
A simple lighting product ideal for paper
lanterns, uplighting centrepieces, moroccan
lamps and a host of other applications.
Available in warm white only.
Stock: 169
Price: R75

FESTOON/BISTRO
LIGHTING
Festival style lighting, using warm white
bulbs. Available in 10m, 20m & 30m lengths.
Other bulb options available are Led gold ball
bulbs and LED colour changing bulbs
operated by remote control.
Stock: 10m x 5 Price: R350 standard bulb
Stock: 20m x 7 Price: R700 standard bulb
Stock: 30m x 5 Price: R1050 standard bulb

SOLAR CONSOL
JAR (MASON)
The original Solar Consol Glass jar with a LED
downlighter in various neutral and warm
white colours.
Stock: 15 of each
Price: 75

FAIRY LIGHT
STRINGS
Industrial strength warm white LED fairy light
strings are available in 18m length in white or
green coloured cable.
Stock: 12 green
Stock: 36 white
Price: R250

FAIRY LIGHT
CURTAINS
Fairy light curtains available only with warm
white bulbs (no cold white) size 2m wide x 3m
string drops with white colour cable. Curtains
come affixed to white wood battons.
Stock: 35
Price: R440

CHAUVET 4-PLAY
Simple and very effective stand-alone dance
floor fixture. Operates on a "sound to light"
basis producing different patterns in various
changing colours.
Stock: 2
Price: R250

ADJ QUAD-PHASE
Simple effective dance floor fixture, which
operates in a "sound to light" stand alone
basis producing beams that twist and change
colour.
Stock: 2
Price: R250

NJD DATAMOON
The original sound-to-light dance floor fixture
producing beams that spin and change colour
to the music program.
Stock: 2
Price: R175

JB SYSTEMS LED
DEVIL II
A simple and effective dance floor lighting
effect. Creates laser-style beams of light in
various colours, with twisting movements and
operates on a "sound to light" stand alone
basis.
Stock: 4
Price: R225

LIGHTING STANDS
Various tripod stands for lighting mounting.
Spigot and T-bar available.
Price: R100

TRUSS TOTEMS
Light upright aluminium trusses to support
lighting fixtures. Heights available are 2m,
2.5m and 3m. White and black sleeves also
available.
Stock: 8
Price: R575, R600, R625

CONSOLE JARS
WITH CANDLE
BULB
The classic Consol Jar, with a 40w candle bulb
The original Solar consol jars also available.
Stock: 220 volt candle bulb 20
Stock: Original Solar 30
Price: R80

POWER CABLES
No description required.
Stock: Various
Price: R20

PORTABLE SDMO
GENERATOR
A voltage protected portable petrol generator
with 2 x 15Amp outlets.
Stock: 1
Price: R950

BATTERY DECOR
WASH WHITE TWIN
A wireless version of the Small Decor Wash
above, no messy cables and battery lasts for
5 hours burn time.
Stock: 30
Price: R150

BATTERY DECOR
WASH SILVER
Battery decor wash light available with twin
and single bulbs set in a silver metal
enclosure.
Stock: 20 Twin
Price: R165
Stock: 16 Single Price: R120

BATTERY CANDLE
GUARDS
This is another unique SMD Technical product
build in house and has no equivalent on the
open market. It produces a soft
amber/orange glow similar to a candle. A
pleasure to use in breezy Cape Town where
open flames are not permitted and where the
wind constantly blows out the real candles.
Stock: 120
Price: R85

REGULAR BATTERY
LIGHTBOXES
Our famous Lightboxes! The ideal table
centrepiece light for uplighting vases and
decor.
Stock: 30
Price: R100

BATTERY COLOUR
SCROLL LIGHTBOX
Battery Colour-Scrolling Lightboxes are ideal
for those more colourful centrepieces. Can
also be locked off on a colour.
Stock: 20
Price: R125

LIGHTBOX COVERS
Lightboxes are black by default, but we offer
3 optional alternatives in the form of covers white (Stock: 30), gold (Stock: call for info) &
mirrored (Stock: 30).

TABLE LAMPS
Using the lightbox as power source, the table
lamps are available in tall and short acrylic
stand or medium steel stand. Various lamp
shade designs to choose from.
Short Acrylic Lamp Stand (stock: 24)
Tall Acrylic Lamp Stand (Stock: 29)
Steel Lamp Stand (Stock: 30)
Price: POA - depends on combination but
averages R200 per unit.

BATTERY SWANARMS
A completely unique product to SMD, the
Battery Swan-Arm is ideal for lighting centrepieces from above. Available in black and
white.
Stock: 48
Price: R175

BATTERY SPHERES
Illuminated sphere's available in 30cm, 40cm
and 55cm sizes. Can be set to any
colour. Glows for hours!
Stock: L 12 Price: R240
Stock: M 12 Price: R220
Stock: S 12 Price: R200

BATTERY POOL
SPHERES
A waterproof version of the original sphere,
can be set to a colour and lasts for hours.
Great in pools, ponds and dams, provided
theres a boat to collect them again! Available
in medium and large sizes.
Stock: L 6
Price: R275
Stock: M 12 Price: R225

BATTERY CONES
An alternative to the spheres but great
together. As with the above, the cones can be
set to a colour and will last for hours.
Stock: 6
Price: R250

MIRROR BALLS
Available in 30cm, 40cm and 50cm sizes, and
require either an Ac powered motor or a
battery powered motor.
Stock: 30cm 4 Price: R250
Stock: 40cm 6 Price: R300
Stock: 50cm 3 Price: R400

MIRROR BALL
MOTORS
On the left is the AC power type, on the right
the battery type.
Stock: 220v 6 | Battery 6
Price: R50

PIN-SPOT LAMPS
For focused lighting and mirror balls. This is
the real traditional old school pin spot!
Stock: 54
Price: R95
We now also stock the battery pinspot
version - see the Battery Products catalogue.

BUBBLE MACHINE
Twin wheel high density bubble machine
Stock: 1
Price: R800

SCENT MACHINE
Scent machines to add a variety of fragrances
to events or corporate launch environments.
Vast variety of scent oils available (excluded)
Stock: 4
Price: R375

CHAUVET SMOKE
MACHINE
Standard commercial smoke machine with 1L
of fluid.
Stock: 1
Price: R650

BLACK & WHITE
DANCE FLOORS
Tempolite dance floor tiles are 900mm x
900mm, and provide a safe dance
surface Outdoor use requires a decking
board base. Available in plain white and plain
black. Stock: 18 w, 18 b
Price: POA

DARK OAK DANCE
FLOORS
Tempolite product as per sizes above.

CLEAR PERSPEX
LECTERN
A simpler, lighter and more slim-line perspex
lectern. No assembly required.
Stock: 2
Price: R750

